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ABST_RACT 
T&t Q F Q(G) be an er;,ented lJ&ex-edge inc!,,,_, *AWWP matrix h- the graph G, 
IL.-c* __ z-- 
Then K(G) = Q’Q is an “edge version” of the Kirchhoff, or Laplacian, matrix. The 
purpose of this note is to examine K(G) under (integer) unimodular congruence. 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with vertex set V = V(G) = (v,, v2,. . . , vn) 
and edge set E = E(G) = (e,, e2,. . . , e,), For each edge ej = (vi, II&, 
choose one of vi, ok to be the positive “end’ of ej, and the other to be the 
negative end. Thus G is given an orientation [l]. We will use the ordered-pair 
notation e = (u, v) to indicate that vertex u is the positive end of edge e and 
vertex v is the negative end. The vertex-edge incidence matrix afforded by an 
orientation of G is the n-by-m matrix Q = Q(G) = (qi J, where qij = + 1 if 
vi is the positive end of ej, - 1 if it is the negative en d , and 0 otherwise. 
It turns out that the LapZacian matrix (0 
is independent of the orientation: L(G) = 
the diagonal matrix of vertex 
depends on the orientation for 
owever, if G is bipartite, an orient 
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be chosen so that K(G) = 21,, + A(G” 1, where G” is the line graph of G. It 
foxlows that the minimum eigenvalue of A(G” ) is at least - 2, an observation 
that has led to an ~nte~sting connection with root stpk~~ [Z]. (A good deal 
of the early work on K(G) and L(G) centers around their shared nonzero 
spectrum H.1 
Recently, there has been some interest in properties of these matrices 
over the ring of integers. (A fine introduction to integral matrices can be 
found in [6].) Aspects of the Smith normal forms of K(G) and L(G) are 
discussed in [3,4], while unimodular congruence of L(G) is the subject of [7, 
81. Watkins proved that L(G,) and L(G,) are unimodularIy congruent if and 
only if G, and Gs are cycle isomorphic (or “2-isomorphic” in the sense of 
Whitney /$)I). It follows, e.g., that if 6, is 3-connected, then G, and G, are 
isomorphic if and only if L(G,) and E(G,) are unimodularly congruent. It is 
the purpose of this note to examine K(G) under unimodular congruence. 
Let Jk be the k-by-k nilpotent Jordan block, i.e., Jk is the (0, 1) matrix 
whose (i, j j entry is 1 if j = i + I, and 0 otherwise. Define Xk = 2 Ik + Jk 
+ ]I;“. [Then, subject to a “bipartite orientation,” Xn _ 1 = K( I’,,), where P, is 
the path on n vertices.] 
THEOREM. Suppase G is a connected graph with n > 1 vertices and m 
edges. Then K(G) is uninwdulurl~ congruent to the direct sum Xn_ 1 i 0, 
where 0 is the (m - n -I- &square zero matrk 
COROL~_ARY. Let G, and G, be connected graphs. Then K(G,) and 
K(G,) are unimodulurl~ congruent if and only if G, and G, have the same 
number of vertices and the sasme number of edges. 
Proof. det XpI _ I = n f 0; since size and rank are congruence invariant, 
the result follows. 
Froof of Theorem. We will establish the existence of an n-by-n permuta- 
tion matrix P and an m-by-m unimodular matrix U such that PQ(G)U is the 
partitioned matrix (2: I 01, where Y is an n-by-(n - 1) matrix satisfying 
Y’Y = x,_,. This will prove the result because U”K(G)U = 
E PQ(G)u I’[ PQKN 3. 
Recall that the following elementary column operations on an n-by-m 
matrix can be achieved through postmultiplication by a unimodular mat& 
(1) interchanging columns s and t; (2) multiplying column s by - 1; (3) 
adding an integer multiple of column s to column t (s + t 1. Note that a type 
(0 operation on Q(G) produces another vertex-edge incidence matrix for G 
~orresp~~~~g to a different ordering of the edge set E(G). A type (2) 
operator simply reverses the o~e~tation of edge es. Since we are only 
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interested in Q(G) up to premultiplication by a permutation matrix and 
postmultiplication by a unimodular matrix, it follows that, wit 
generality, we are completely free to renumber the vertices and/or edges of 
G, and to reorient edges of G as often as we wish. We will use t 
symbol, Q, to indicate Q(G), without regard to the numberings of the 
vertices and edges, and without regard to the orientation. 
While the graph-theoretic effects of type (3) operations may not be so 
benign, certain judicious choices change the underlying graph in a way that is 
both predictable and natural. If G is not a tree, it contains a cycle, say a 
k-cycle. By virtue of our previous discussion, we may assume that consecutive 
vertices along this cycle are vl, vZ, . . . , ok, vl; that the oriented edge 
e nz-k+i = ( viY vi+l ), 1 < i < k; and that e,, = (ok, vl). In other words, we 
may assume 
where 0 is n - k bv k and B is the k-bv-k circulant matrix , 
B = 








Successively adding columns m - k + 1, m - k + 2,. . ., m - 1 of Q to 
column m has the effect of changing the last column of Q to a column of 
zeros (explaining why the null space of Q is called the cycle sipace of G). So, 
by a sequence of type (3) operations, Q can be transformed into the 
partitioned matrix (Qi 1 O), where 0 is an n-by-l column of zeros, and 
Qi = Q(C,) is an oriented vertex-edge .Ilcidence matrix corresponding to t 
edge subgraph G, = G - e,, i.e., G, is the graph obtained from G by 
deleting edge e, and, incidentally, breaking the k-cycle. It follows that there 
is a unimodular matrix U1 [in fact, a (0, + 1) matrix] such that Q(G)U, = 
(Q(T) I 01, h w ere T is a fured but arbitrary spanning tree of G, and 0 is n by 
m -n+l. 
Suppose u and w are two vertices, both of which are 
third vertex vu. 
e1 = (u, v) an 
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from column 1 is to produce Q(T,), where T, is the tree obtained from T by 
deleting Q~e~t~~ ecige iu, 01 and ad~ng a new oriented edge (u, w). (While 
T’, is a tree, it flee not be a s~anr~i~~g tree of C.) By a sequence of such 
operations, we may transform T into a path. Thus, there is a unin,odu~ar 
matrix Uz and a permutation matrix P such that PQ(G)U, = (Y I 01, where 
Y = ( yij) is the n-by-(n - I) matrix defined by 
(-l)j+l if i =g, 
Yij = 
1 
(-l)j if i =j + 1, 
0 otherwise 
[i.e., Y = Q(PJ. Because Y ‘Y = X,_ 1, the proof is complete. 
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